YEAR 4 TERM 5 ROMANS HOMELEARNING
Children should aim to complete at least one topic activity each week. The reading, spelling and any additional
maths homework should be returned on a Friday as usual.
Write a list of 5 different
Roman Emperors and the
dates of their reign.

Write a list of 10 questions
that you would ask a Roman
Soldier who
has come to
Britain.

Retell the story of a Roman
myth or legend and present it
as a comic strip, e.g., Romulus
and Remus, Androcles and the
Lion.

Create a fact file or
PowerPoint on the Roman
Gods. This should include
details about at least 5 gods.

Choose a times table that you
have learnt and write it out
using Roman numerals.

The Romans loved to grow
herbs for medicines. Grow a
type of herb and keep a diary
of its progress. You might like
to use a graph, photos or
observational notes, e.g.,
rosemary

Create 10 maths’ word
problems for Roman children.
Make sure you use Roman
numerals in your calculations.
You must also provide an
answer sheet which shows
your workings out. Remember
to make them challenging!

Find a traditional Roman
recipe. Cook your tasty Roman
treat and take a photo to show
your creation. Write out the
recipe and evaluate what you
have made. What did you
think of it? What did your
family think of it?

Make a list of objects that we
use now that the Romans
used. Include at least 6 things
in your list.

Design and make a weapon for Draw or paint a picture of a
a Roman soldier. Research the Roman artefact, e.g., oil lamp,
types of weapons used and the bust, coin, chariot, etc.
materials they were made
from carefully. Evaluate it.

Research and make a list of the
names of at least 5 different
Roman instruments. Create a
model of one of them.

